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La mafia medica

Do you know that there are people who profit from the lives and health of others, for example, there are many doctors in most cases who enrich themselves at the expense of others' suffering. The medical mafia removed the veil covered by many of these medical figures, and we found them, many of these bad practices to find out what
the reality is. Our intention is to learn to recognize who lives their work, lives through their work, and can cause evil to others. Let the doctor prescribe the drug for the brand name, not the active substance. I suggest you attend a specific clinical laboratory for testing. Hold a pirate or false medical degree to attract patients. Let's contract
with a pharmacist or laboratory to increase revenue from the commissions received by the company. Do not have a professional certificate to him. Promote it as a specialty when you're a general physician. Target patients who need surgery without the need. All you've ever wanted to know, you can find here, you can learn the best
weapons you can take care of your health and money, which is just according to yourself. Money moves mountains, moves significance, derails, forgets that we do good, and we just want to see our children in the hands of someone who is only interested in getting a few additional bills, and isn't it in the hands of those who care about their
welfare as much as we do? Let's see how to discover this character that's against all health rules, and how we can make our voices heard through a timely culture of condemnation and prevention. You can find the truth here about the many issues that interest us as we know how to live better, live well. Help us by sharing it with family and
friends by clicking on the following link: www.eltesorodevivir.com.mx Happy Bonding of Happiness: Paperback I started a review of the medical mafia that admired the courage of auctres, pr and spread medicine of disease and see all the tricks and strategies of the medical mafia. This brave woman lost her right to be a doctor. Very rich in
detail and well organized with tables and paintings, this book needs to understand what health is. The part called the Trilogy of Lies is very shocking. I admired the courage of the auctres, seeing all the tricks and strategies of the medical mafia to promote and spread the medicine of the disease. This brave woman lost her right to be a
doctor. Very rich in detail and well organized with tables and paintings, this book needs to understand what health is. The part called the Trilogy of Lies is very shocking. ... More philosophical but all good read. Interesting to learn about the fate of acupuncture. I agree, doctors selling drugs. The book should understand the medicine of the
disease and the tricks of the network. Re River 2018:6 ans aprs, et les mots résonnent toujours aussi fortress. Ce livre est une merveille, une introduction parfaite au réveil de la conscience, et'la rerise en main de sa vie. Main tenant place ? La Pratique, et aux encha-ements qu'elle provoquera. Re River 2018:6 ans aprs, et les mots
résonnent toujours aussi fortress. Ce livre est une merveille, une introduction parfaite au réveil de la conscience, et'la rerise en main de sa vie. Main tenant place ? La Pratique, et aux encha-ements qu'elle provoquera. ... More Synopsis: This book keeps a lot of information about the mafia system we live in, helps reflect on the system and
is a gateway to sincerity. The origin and cause of the disease is in the soul and is mental and physical due to bad eating habits, toxin accumulation or bad posture and exercise habits, which users can choose when uploading or importing videos. They can also go from editing to movies that have already been uploaded. We continuously
improve SuperOtho to ensure the best experience on the first, free and fair, unsodymed platform in Spanish. The browser does not support HTML5 video. Users can now display videos in that section when they upload or import them. They can also go from editing to movies that have already been uploaded. We continuously improve
SuperOtho to ensure the best experience on the first, free and fair, unsodymed platform in Spanish. The Medical Mafia is the title of a book in which Dr. Ghislaine Langto is expelled from medical school and has withdrawn his license to practice medicine. This is perhaps the most comprehensive, comprehensive, explicit and clear
publication accusation of the role played worldwide by just shaped by the health system and the pharmaceutical industry. (More...) Tag health system is a real mafia that makes diseases and kills money and power. Aside from israel being hampered by the Syrian arrival of 3,000 Iranian soldiers and 2,000 Cuban soldiers, I go on to tell you
something very important: Dr. Gislein Langto's revelation, author of the best-selling medical mafia, how she denounced how to disclose medical institutions between laboratories, international institutions, governments and financial institutions ... Dr. Lante began researching books in his home country of Canada, and then Then in the
United States, and Spain, the health system exposes what has now been applied to the world, caring for diseases that are not healthy, while making people vulnerable by ignorant, dependent, and drug users... * individuals are sovereign over their decisions about their health, but sometimes do not know it; So you have to pick it up and
teach it how to use your own power. The World Health Organization (WHO), who represents the United Nations, said the WHO has established a health policy and U.N. member states are implementing it, describing it as a global power as part of a program called The New World Order, announced by President Bush in 1990. Dr. Lanctot
says that NATO, UNICEF, UNESCO, and FAO are the ministries of world governments in formulating policies that will be implemented by all countries in the world...*, this world government and its ministries are controlling everyone's minds about X disease or viruses, and who has declared the existence of an epidemic and invested
millions of dollars to prepare for it. He explained that this strategy applies globally in the field of health, in agriculture such as FAO... It's the official mafia that directly includes the legislature...* This brave health expert told him that other colleagues who have accused this mafia, burdening him with the university expulsion of doctors and the
withdrawal of licenses to practice medicine, are removed, financially, socially, and even physically other colleagues who have accused this mafia are removed. Ghislaine Lanctot explains how large pharmaceutical companies control research, not only medical education, but also health systems that magnify diseases while keeping people
ignorant... * Well, reader friends, as I told them about many diseases and viruses, we are wickedly manipulated, used as experimental rabbits, victims of strategies decades ago ... They want to scare us, they want to be afraid of terrorists, epidemics, earthquakes and tsunamis!...... Author: MARGIE JOBER RIZIKmargieflash@hotmail.com
comments medical mafia doctor Ghislaine Lanctot is the title of a book that costs her expulsion from medical school and the withdrawal of her license to practice If there was a strong dissatisfaction with the global relationship between the health system and the complex formed by the pharmaceutical industry, it was not. The book, on the
one hand, exposes misconceptions about health and disease that modern Western societies have, making the most profitable of businesses fostered by this medical mafia that monopolizes public health. In addition to addressing the nature of the disease, he explains how large pharmaceutical companies control medical education as well
as research, and how disease foundations are created, rather than health-based health systems that chronicle diseases and rely on citizens ignorantly and dependently. The book is pure heavy artillery against all the fears and lies that destroy our health and natural self-regulatory abilities, mannyning us and driving us completely
dependent on the system. NEXT, A GREAT INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR OF LAURA GIMENO MUÑOZ FOR HEALTH DISCOVERY: THE AUTHOR OF MEDICINA SIGNIFICA BUSINESS MEDICAL MAFIA FINISHED HER MEDICAL RESEARCH IN 1967. That first illusion was extinguished until it became extinct. - Why that
disappointment? Because I started to see a lot of things that made me reflect. For example, not everyone responds to the wonderful treatment of official medicine. Also, at that time I was in contact with several 'soft therapists' - namely, practitioners of non-aggressive treatment (in Médecins Doos, France) - who had no qualities for opening
their own consultations and seeing what they were doing. And I soon came to the conclusion that non-aggressive medicines are more effective, cheaper and, above all, have lower side effects. - And I think he started to wonder why no one in college told him about this non-aggressive alternative therapy. Then my mind started to go further
and wonder how they could be charlatans to people who saw me heal themselves and why they were persecuted like magicians or criminals. On the other hand, as a doctor I participated in many international conferences - as some reporting officers - and I realized that all the presentations and presentations that appear in such events
are controlled and must be accepted first by the organizers of parliament's 'scientific committee'. And who appointed that scientific committee? Well, people who usually fund events: the pharmaceutical industry. Yes, today it is a multinational company. Who decides how far future doctors are being taught in the faculty and what is
published and exhibited at medical conferences! Control is absolute. - And it was clarified for you... And so much. Realizing the control and manipulation that doctors receive - and the doctors of the future - have made students clearly understand that medicine is, above all, a business. Medicine is now controlled by insurance - public or
private, it doesn't matter - because as soon as someone arrives at insurance they lose control over the type of drug they access. He could not choose anymore. Additionally, insurance determines the price of each treatment and even the therapy to be performed. And if we look behind insurance companies or Social Security... We found
the same thing. - Precise economic power, it is money that completely controls medicine. And the really important thing for the people who run this business is to make money. And how to make more money? Well, it hurts people.... Because healthy people don't generate income. The strategy, in short, is configured to treat chronically ill
patients, namely, only symptoms that must consume all kinds of palliative products; Medications to relieve pain, lower fever, reduce inflammation... But there are never drugs that can solve the disease. It's not profitable, it's not interesting. Today's drugs are designed to make people sick and buy drugs for as long as possible. If possible,
my whole life. Disease system - I think this is why in your book you effectively refer to the health system as the 'disease system'. The so-called health system is actually a disease system. Disease medicine is run in health medicine, not medicine. A drug that recognizes the presence of the body and does not take into account spirits,
thoughts, or emotions. It is a system that keeps patients in ignorance and dependence, and stimulates them to consume all kinds of drugs. - The health system is a service of people, so it is a service for those who utilize the pharmaceutical industry. Officially - purely fantasy - the system is in the service of patients, but unofficially, in
reality, the system is at the behest of the industry to move threads and maintain the disease system to its own advantage. In other words, it's the true medical mafia, a system that makes disease and kills money and power. - And what role does the doctor play in that mafia? Doctors - often unknowingly, it is true - belt the transmission of
great industries. While In my 10 years in the Faculty of Medicine, the system is responsible for injecting certain knowledge into it and closing the eyes of other possibilities. After that, in hospitals and medical congresses, they are strengthened in the idea that the role of doctors is to heal and save lives, disease and death is a failure that he
must avoid at all costs, and the teachings received are the only valid ones. They also teach that doctors should not be emotionally involved and that he is the 'god' of health. So there is also a witch hunt among medical professionals. There can be no other method of treatment other than slavery in official medicine, 'science', and the
system. - In fact, the system aims to make you believe that only valid medicine is the so-called 'science medicine' that you learn and betray. In the same issue on which his interview will appear, we are incredibly limited to publish an article on scientific medicine because it is based on Newton's material physics: this effect is attributed to
such causes. Therefore, such symptoms are preceded by such diseases, such treatment is necessary. It is also a drug that is only perceived to be seen, touched or measured and rejects any connection between emotions, thoughts, awareness and health of the physique. And when she bothers with these issues, she interrupts the
patient's 'psychosocede illness' label and sends her home after prescribing neuromed drugs. -That is, the prior art is to care only to make the symptoms disappear. With the exception of surgery, antibiotics and a few more things, like modern diagnosis, yes. It simply eliminates the symptoms of problems in the body but this one, sooner or
later, surfaces again. - Therefore, in his view, so-called mild or non-aggressive drugs are a better option because they help treat and heal patients as a whole... But they do not heal. Look, it's a good help among so-called alternative medicines, but it's just: supplements. Because the real doctor is himself. And when he learns his
sovereignty over health, he no longer need a therapist. A sick person is the only one who can be treated. No one can do it instead. Self-healing is the only medicine to treat. The point is that the system works so that we forget our status as sovereign beings and become obedient and dependent. So in our hands we are breaking that
slavery. - And, in your opinion, why do political, medical, media and economic authorities allow it? For what The government will not shut down this system of disease, on the other hand very costly? In that respect, I have three hypotheses. The first is that maybe they don't know it's all happening... However, it is difficult to accept because
the information has been reaching for many years and there have already been several publications over the past 20 years accusing the system of corruption and existing conspiracies. The second hypothesis is that they can't get it done... But it is hard to believe because the government has enough power. - And third, I think it seems
most plausible because they don't want to shut down the system because the truth has removed the other two hypotheses. And if the government refuses to shut down a system that destroys and kills its citizens, it's part of it because it's part of the mafia. Medical Mafia - Who, in your opinion, constitutes the 'medical mafia'? Different
meanings on different scale and, of course, pharmaceutical industry, political authorities, big laboratories, hospitals, insurance companies, pharmaceutical institutions, medical schools, doctors themselves, the World Health Organization (WHO) - the UNITED NATIONS Ministry of Health - and, of course, world governments in the shadow
of money. - We understand that the World Health Organization for you is 'the mafia mafia right away.' That organization is completely controlled by money. WHO is an organization that establishes 'disease policies' in all countries in the name of health. Everyone should blindly comply with WHO guidelines. There is no way out. In fact,
since 1977, with the Alma atta Declaration, no one can escape their control. - What is this sentence? It is a declaration that gives WHO the means to establish international medical practice standards and standards. Therefore, the country has withdrawn from health sovereignty in order to transfer to an uddred world government who is the

'Ministry of Health'. Since then, 'right to health' means 'right to drugs'. This is how vaccines and drugs are imposed on the entire population of the world. - Who will have doubts about the well-intentioned questions of the World Health Organization? But one has to wonder who controls this organization through the Un. - Do you think even
humanitarian organizations don't avoid that control? Of course not. Humanitarian organizations also rely on the United Nations, or grants. Therefore, these activities are controlled equally. Organizations such as doctors without doctors They think they serve people on a dotholy, but they actually give money. A very powerful almighty mafia,
I would say. He removed all competition. Today, researchers are 'oriented'. Dissidents are imprisoned, humanized, and reduced to silence. 'Alternative' doctors appear crazy, withdraw their licenses, or be jailed as well. Cost-effective alternative products have fallen into the hands of multinationals thanks to WHO regulations and World
Trade Organization patents. Authorities and their social media are responsible for fueling fears of illness, old age and death among the population. In fact, the obsession with live longer or simply survive has even prospered the international trafficking of human organs, blood and embryos. And in many fertilisation clinics, many embryos
are actually 'manufactured' and then stored for use in cosmetics, rejuvenating treatments, etc. In other words, food does not count on radiation, genes are modified, water is contaminated, air poisoned ... Plus, children don't have to blow 35 shots before going to school. So every member of the family already has his medicine: father,
Viagra; Mother, Prozak; Boy, Lytalin. And all this, for what? As the results are known: health costs go up and down, but people keep getting sick and dying in the same way. AUTHORITIES LIEN – What you describe about the dominant health system is that more and more people are starting to know but we're surprised at some of their
arguments about what you define as 'the three big lies of political and health officials', well, I repeat it: the authorities lie when they say vaccines protect us, they lie when they say AIDS is contagious, they lie when they say cancer is a mystery. - Well, let me talk about it even if I'm already ahead and we don't share some of your views in
the magazine. If you like, we can start with a story about vaccines. From our point of view, claiming that no vaccine is useful is not sustainable. Another thing we share is that some are ineffective and some are useless. Sometimes even for danger I keep all my claims. The only full-fledged immunity is natural and is developed by 90% of
the population before the age of 15. More importantly, artificial vaccines completely short-circuit the development of the body's first defenses. And it is very clear that vaccines are at risk. Even though he was hiding. For example, a vaccine can cause the same disease in which it is placed. Why not warn? It is also hidden that it can be
transmitted by a vaccinated person. disease, even if she is not ill. It also does not say that vaccines can make a person sensitive to the disease. The most serious thing is that the found hubry of a particular vaccine is hidden. - What do you mean? vaccines that do not give immunity to people with diseases such as tuberculosis and
tetanus; rubella, where 90% of women are naturally protected; Diphtheria, during the largest epidemic, reached only 7% of children, despite all those vaccinated today; Influenza and hepatitis B cause the virus to quickly become resistant to vaccine antibodies. - And to what extent can they also be dangerous? From minor disorders to
death - countless complications of vaccines are fully documented; For example, sudden infant death. That's why there are already numerous protests from field experts and thousands of lawsuits filed against manufacturers. On the other hand, when reviewing the results of mass vaccination programs, enlightening conclusions are drawn. If you mention any Mire I will appreciate it, the first of all vaccines is expensive and accounts for countries that spend billions of euros per year. So the only obvious and safe advantage of vaccines... That's what the industry gets. In addition, vaccination stimulates the immune system, but after vaccination the system run out. Therefore,
repeated vaccines can blow up 'silent AIDS', for example, and ensure a constantly thriving 'disease market'. More information: Vaccinations cause medical dependency and strengthen the belief that the immune system is ineffective. The most terrible thing is that vaccination facilitates selective genocide because it can liquidate people of a
certain race, a certain group, a certain area ... It is a powerful biological weapon in the service of biological warfare because it serves as an experiment to test new products on large samples of the population and can intervene in the genetic genetic heritage of anyone who wants them. - Well, it is clear that there are many things that can
be good or misused, but it depends on the will and intention of the person using them. Well, if you think it's the second 'big lie' of the authorities, let's talk: you claim that AIDS is not contagious. And forgive me, but as the rest of your claims in this area seemed reasonable and reasonable to us, we have not claimed a statement affirming the
theory that the only cause of AIDS is HIV or acquired immunodeficicicied virus. That's a big lie. The truth is that having HIV doesn't necessarily mean developing AIDS. AIDS is just a label that is 'placed' in a medical condition that causes numerous pathologies when the immune system is low. And it denies that the use of AIDS is a specific
death. But, of course, that truth doesn't matter. Luc Montagnier himself of the Pasteur Institute, the official co-discoverer of HIV in 1983, who acknowledged that HIV alone was not enough to cause AIDS, is also concealing the idea that AIDS is a disease caused by a single virus. Other evidence is the fact that there are numerous cases of
HIV-free AIDS and numerous cases of the HIV-free (HIV-positive) virus. On the other hand, it has not yet been proven that the HIV virus causes AIDS, and it is a basic scientific rule for establishing a cause-and-effect relationship between the two factors. What is known, however, is that HIV is a harmless retrovirus that is activated only
when the immune system weakens. - By the way, you claim in the book that HIV was artificially made in yes labs. Research by prominent doctors indicates that HIV was created while hepatitis B vaccination tests were conducted in gay groups. And all indications are that the African continent was contaminated in the same way during the
natural warhead vaccination campaign. Of course, other researchers argue that the AIDS virus has grown into a biological weapon and then deliberately spread by vaccinating population groups who want to become extinct. -We also note that the AIDS Congress in Copenhagen in May 1992 is already a strong attack on the use of AZT to
treat AIDS, and 'AIDS survivors' have said that the solutions proposed by science medicine to combat HIV, AZT, are absolutely ineffective. There is no doubt today. Well, I say you can survive AIDS... But AZT. This drug is more deadly than AIDS. Simple common sense makes it possible to understand that the immune system is not an
enhanced immunosuplysing drug. Hey, AIDS has been another big problem. Therefore, it is widely touted to cope with this because it provides a lot of money to the pharmaceutical industry. It's simple. - Let's talk about the 'third big lie' of the authorities: cancer is a mysterious so-called cancer, namely the huge abnormal spread of cells
that is so common that we all suffer many times during our lives. Only when that happens does the immune system work and destroy cancer cells. Problems arise when our immune systems are weak and we can't remove them. Then a set of cancer cells grows - And that's when you get into the gears of the 'disease system'. When a
tumor is found, the patient immediately under the guile of helping him, because it is offered to choose these three possibilities or 'torture forms': amputate him (surgery), burn him (radiotherapy) or poison him (chemotherapy). It's about hiding that there are effective, safe and affordable alternative therapies. And after four years of 'intensive
fighting' against cancer, what is the situation in the developed world itself? cancer mortality rates have increased. This simple fact highlights the failure of prevention and treatment. Billions of euros are being wasted and the number of sick and dead continues to rise. Today we know who benefits from this situation. Who we know has made
it and who supports it. In the case of war, we all know the war benefits, above all, manufacturers and arms dealers. Well, in medicine it is trafficking with manufacturers of 'cancer weapons'; That is, the people behind chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery and the entire hospital industry. La Mafia, the need for evolution - but, despite all that,
you argue that the medical mafia is the evolving necessity of humanity. What does that sentence mean? As you know, think of fish that are comfortably installed in fish tank. Everything is fine while there is water and food, but when the food starts to run out and the water level drops dangerously, the fish decides to find a way to save
themselves and jump out of tone. Well, I understand that the medical mafia can push us to leap individually. But there will be a lot of people to die for rather than jump. - But you need a certain level of awareness to make that leap. And I think it's rising a lot very quickly. Information that was previously hidden has now been released:
medicines kill people, medicines poison us. In addition, German doctor Ryke Geerd Hamer has shown that all diseases are psychoso physical and non-aggressive medicines gain popularity. When 5% of the population lose trust in it, the medical mafia collapses like a house of cards. It is enough that this percentage of the world's
population is conscious and connected to one's divinity. Then he decides to escape slavery, where the mafia is beneath it, and the current system collapses. It's as simple as that. - And where do you think we are? Well, I don't know how to quantify it, but I think maybe within five years everyone will realize that when they go to the doctor,
he goes to a specialist in the disease, not a health professional. Leave So-called 'scientific medicine' and the safety of suggesting that therapists go are already an important step. So I have lost respect and blind obedience to the doctor. The big step is to say yes to our inner authority by refusing to outside rights. - And what prevents us
from breaking our external right? Fear. We are afraid that we will not go to the doctor. But it is fear, in itself, that can hurt and kill us. We are afraid of death. We forget that human nature is divine, designed to act like gods, or like gods. And when are the gods afraid? Every time we act differently from God, we are sick. That's the reality. And what do you think the media can do to raise awareness in this area? Report without persuasion. Say what you know and let people do what they want with information. Because trying to convince them is to impose another truth and they will be in another war. All you need to do is provide a reference. Just say it. Then, when people
are empathetic, they will listen to them. And if their fears are greater than their love for themselves, they will say, 'That's impossible.' Instead, if your mind is open, you listen and question your beliefs. Then, at that moment, when they want more, they can provide more information. Laura Gimeno Muños Muños
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